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Bheperer was forty-five, a mil

/ o, and a bachelor from

Pallyywas amaiden of thirty

veryhody declared that wax

age though all had seen and resd

¢ worlds traced by Pully's own

rsInthe sand of tie beach, times

pmnber, “Polly Fidelia Wig

ged twenty-three

‘Heed all alone, ina Josely
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One afterpoan, when the sun Was

ig down over the hills, Polly

ide-shirt she was making

het Kokdey, aml, taking
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%for a walk. Half an honor
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He was thinking of the time, many
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know of. I didn't spose he cared for
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fully. as she theagly of Lucy Murray
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GEE,
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We'll
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dor the extension table Is provided”
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